Welcome Northwestern’s Newest Team Member

Eloise Maxwell Bourgeois

Born October 15th 2019

Proud Parents Isaac and Yasmin

Neurology Residency Class of 2049

The following residents & fellows were voted by medical students as being exemplary models of professionalism during the 2018-19 academic year!

PGY2s - Jakita, Christina, Rafal, & Jordan
PGY3s - Behnam, Eunice, Isaac, Jennifer, Nick, & Margaret
PGY4s - Neil, Shailee, Ornella, Paulina, & Alexa

Fellows - Shannon Hextrum (NCC), Viren Patel (NCC), Atif Sheikh (Epilepsy), Arth Srivastava (stroke)
“Kudos to Rafal (PGY3) for putting on a lumbar puncture clinic for the junior residents and medical students. He is an LP master!” - Leonard Sokol PGY2

“Nick & Maggie for handling my duties while I was away on paternity leave!! Their efforts meant that I was able to completely focus on spending time with my new baby girl!” - Isaac (PGY4)

“Kudos to Pavel (stroke PA) for helping out with IDR on Fridays! It’s above and beyond so we can all go learn anatomy!” - Sara Doyle PGY3

“Kudos to Sarah (PGY2) & Nupur (PGY4) for being extremely nice and helpful in helping out in a busy Friday evening when Epic was down, thank you!” - Behnam PGY4

“Kudos to Alexa King (Epilepsy Fellow) on behalf of NSICU team for being super responsive, poised and so diligently communicating with us about several sick patients overnight! - Ameeta Karmarkar (NSICU fellow)

“Kudos to Isaac (Chief /PGY4) for being a great teacher on vascular anatomy in our morning reports and on stroke service. - Deb PGY2

Kudos to Dr. Sorond for inviting the residents to the Women in Medicine Leadership Conference! - The Residents

“Kudos to Chris Lewis (PMR intern) who is always genuinely caring and kind to his patient and takes the time to listen to them and meet their social needs.” – Eunice PGY4

Congratulations to Jose Morales (PGY4) for being accepted to the IEEE Brain Neurotech Entrepreneurs Workshop!

Kudos to Katie Colton (NSICU fellow) for her teaching and patience on ICU consults. She has exceptional bedside manner and her ED experience allows for an invaluable perspective and knowledge of critically ill patients. – Christina (PGY3)

Jo Tang (PGY3) was nominated by Hospital Medicine for her excellent collaboration. It is noted that she was very helpful with a complicated patient, answering the consult questions very thoughtfully in her note, engaging family members in clinical decision making, communicating recommendations and helping arrange close follow up.